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How to Use This Guide

S

hortly after my book The Pursuit of Holiness was published in
1978, I was invited to give a series of ten lectures on that
subject at a church in our city. One night I titled my lecture
“The Chapter I Wish I Had Written.” The nature of that message was that the pursuit of holiness must be motivated by an
ever-increasing understanding of the grace of God; else it can
become oppressive and joyless.
The study and reflection that went into that lecture started
me down the path of further study on the grace of God, culminating in a later book, Transforming Grace. As I sought to relate
the biblical principle of living by grace to the equally biblical
principle of personal discipline, I realized that it would be
helpful to bring these two truths together in one book. That
is the purpose of the book The Discipline of Grace. This guide is a
companion to that book.
Each session contains an excerpt from the book and questions for personal study and group discussion. If you are working through this guide with a group, you will probably want to
read the excerpt and work through the questions on your own
before your group meets. However, if your group meets for
ninety minutes or more, you could read the excerpt together
and then discuss the questions that follow. This guide can also
be used without a group for personal study.
Ideally, you should also obtain a copy of the book The Discipline
of Grace, and read each chapter along with the appropriate study
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session. However, you can use and benefit from this guide without having read the book chapters.
In a study guide on personal growth in holiness, it should not
be surprising that some questions ask you to reflect on the sin in
your own life. If you are using this guide with a group, you may
not feel comfortable sharing with the entire group your frankest possible answers to such questions. In such cases, try to be as
honest as possible in the answers you write down for your eyes
only, and share with the group only what is appropriate. You
may decide there is one other person in the group with whom
you would like to discuss some questions privately. In general,
however, the questions in this guide are designed to be appropriate for group discussion.
Most sessions end with a suggestion for group prayer. In
some cases, thanksgiving for God’s grace is the fitting response
to the discussion. In other cases, you will want to ask God for
something specific. Because some groups have customary ways
of praying together, while other groups are not used to praying
aloud, you and your leader will want to adapt these prayer suggestions to suit your group. You could use them as a basis for
a time of silent prayer if you prefer not to pray aloud. Or, you
could begin learning to pray aloud by letting each person pray
just one sentence. If you are using this guide without a group,
you might apply these suggestions to a time of private prayer.
May God use this guide to help you grow in the discipline
of His grace.
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C hapter O ne

How Good
Is Good Enough?
“Why do you call me good?” Jesus answered.
“No one is good—except God alone.”
Mark 10:18

CENTRAL IDEA
Contrary to a common misconception, we do not earn or forfeit God’s blessings in our daily lives based on our performance.
Regardless of our performance we are always dependent on
God’s grace, which is His undeserved favor to those who
deserve His wrath.
IDENTIFYING THE ISSUES
Excerpted and adapted from The Discipline of Grace, pages 11-28.
As I was sitting in the doctor’s waiting room one day, my
eye was drawn to a remarkable picture of a man being sculpted.
The sculpture was complete down to about midthigh, and the
finished work showed a robust and muscular man with the kind
of physique all men would like to have. The striking thing about
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the picture, however, was that the artist had put the hammer
and chisel in the hands of the man being sculpted.
I was fascinated by the picture and wondered what message
the artist was trying to convey. Perhaps he was trying to paint a
picture of the self-made man. As I studied the picture, however,
I marveled at how it depicted so well the way many Christians
try to live the Christian life. We try to change ourselves. We
take what we think are the tools of spiritual transformation into
our own hands and try to sculpt ourselves into robust Christlike
specimens. But spiritual transformation is primarily the work
of the Holy Spirit. He is the Master Sculptor.
The Holy Spirit’s work in transforming us more and more
into the likeness of Christ is called sanctification. Our involvement and cooperation with Him in His work are what I call
the pursuit of holiness. That expression is taken from Hebrews
12:14, “Make every effort [literally: pursue] . . . to be holy; without holiness no one will see the Lord.”
The pursuit of holiness requires sustained and vigorous effort. It
allows for no indolence, no lethargy, no halfhearted commitment,
and no laissez faire attitude toward even the smallest sins. In short,
it demands the highest priority in the life of a Christian, because to
be holy is to be like Christ — God’s goal for every Christian.
Yet the pursuit of holiness must be anchored in the grace of
God; otherwise it is doomed to failure. God’s blessing does not
depend on our performance.
Many of us believe if we’ve performed well and had a “good”
day, we are in a position for God to bless us. This reveals an alltoo-common misconception of the Christian life: the thinking
that, although we are saved by grace, we earn or forfeit God’s
blessings in our daily lives by our performance.
So what should we do when we’ve had a “bad” day spiritually, when it seems we’ve done everything wrong and are feeling
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guilty? We must go back to the cross and see Jesus there bearing our sins in His own body (1 Peter 2:24). We must by faith
appropriate for ourselves the blood of Christ that will cleanse
our guilty consciences (see Hebrews 9:14).
God’s grace through Christ is greater than our sin, even on
our worst days. To experience that grace, however, we must lay
hold of it by faith in Christ and His death on our behalf.
Regardless of our performance we are always dependent
on God’s grace, His undeserved favor to those who deserve
His wrath. There are some days when we may be more acutely
conscious of our sinfulness and hence more aware of our need
of His grace, but there is never a day when we can stand before
Him on our own two feet of performance, when we are worthy
enough to deserve His blessing.
At the same time, the good news of the gospel is that God’s
grace is available on our worst days. That is true because Christ
Jesus fully satisfied the claims of God’s justice and fully paid the
penalty of a broken law when He died on the cross in our place.
Because of that the apostle Paul could write, “He forgave us all
our sins” (Colossians 2:13).
Does the fact that God has forgiven us all our sins mean that
He no longer cares whether we obey or disobey? Not at all. The
Scripture speaks of our grieving the Holy Spirit through our sins
(Ephesians 4:30). And Paul prayed that we “may please [God]
in every way” (Colossians 1:10). We grieve God and we please
God. Clearly, He cares about our conduct and will discipline us
when we refuse to repent of conscious sin. But God is no longer
our Judge. Through Christ He is now our heavenly Father who
disciplines us only out of love and only for our good.
If God’s blessings were dependent on our performance, they
would be meager indeed. Even our best works are shot through
with sin  —  with varying degrees of impure motives and lots of
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imperfect performance. We are always, to some degree, looking
out for ourselves, guarding our flanks, protecting our egos. It is
because we do not realize the utter depravity of the principle
of sin that remains in us and stains everything we do, that we
entertain any notion of earning God’s blessings through our
obedience.
Your worst days are never so bad that you are beyond the
reach of God’s grace. And your best days are never so good
that you are beyond the need of God’s grace. Every day of our
Christian experience should be a day of relating to God on
the basis of His grace alone. We are not only saved by grace,
but we also live by grace every day. This grace comes through
Christ, “through whom we have gained access by faith into
this grace in which we now stand” (Romans 5:2, emphasis
added).
l

l

l

Only a continuous reminder of the gospel of God’s
grace through Christ will keep us from falling into the
good-day — bad-day thinking, wherein we think our daily
relationship with God is based on how good we’ve been.
Only the joy of hearing the gospel and being reminded
that our sins are forgiven in Christ will keep the
demands of discipleship from becoming drudgery.
Only gratitude and love to God that come from knowing
He no longer counts our sins against us (Romans 4:8) will
provide the proper motive for responding to the claims of
discipleship.

Without a continual reminder of the good news of the gospel,
we can easily fall into one of two errors. The first is to focus on our
external performance and become proud like the Pharisees. We
may then begin to look down our spiritual noses at others who are
10
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not as disciplined, obedient, and committed as we are and in a very
subtle way begin to feel spiritually superior to them.
The second error is the exact opposite of the first. It is
the feeling of guilt. We have been exposed to the disciplines
of the Christian life, to obedience, and to service, and in our
hearts we have responded to those challenges. We haven’t,
however, been as successful as others around us appear to
be. Or we find ourselves dealing with some of the sins of the
heart such as anger, resentment, covetousness, and a judgmental attitude. Perhaps we struggle with impure thoughts
or impatience, or a lack of faith and trust in God. Because
we have put the gospel on the shelf as far as our own lives are
concerned, we struggle with a sense of failure and guilt. We
believe God is displeased with us, and we certainly wouldn’t
expect His blessing on our lives. After all, we don’t deserve
His favor.
Because we are focusing on our performance, we forget the
meaning of grace: God’s unmerited favor to those who deserve
only His wrath. Pharisee-type believers unconsciously think
they have earned God’s blessing through their behavior. Guiltladen believers are quite sure they have forfeited God’s blessing
through their lack of discipline or their disobedience. Both have
forgotten the meaning of grace because they have moved away
from the gospel and have slipped into a performance relationship with God.
We believers do need to be challenged to a life of committed
discipleship, but that challenge needs to be based on the gospel,
not on duty or guilt. Duty or guilt may motivate us for awhile,
but only a sense of Christ’s love for us will motivate us for a
lifetime. If we are going to persevere as committed disciples of
Jesus Christ over the course of our lives, we must always keep
the gospel of God’s forgiveness through Christ before us. We
11
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should, to use the words of my friend Jack Miller, preach the
gospel to ourselves every day.
DEVELOPING THE DISCIPLINE OF GRACE
1. What’s your initial reaction to this statement: “The pursuit
of holiness must be anchored in the grace of God; otherwise
it is doomed to failure”?
N The grace of God and the vigorous pursuit of holiness cannot be brought together; they seem like direct
and unequivocal opposites to me, sort of like “jumbo
shrimp.”
N The pursuit of holiness sounds to me like legalism and
man-made rules.
N An emphasis on grace seems to me like an open door to
irresponsible, sinful behavior, setting us free to sin as we
please.
N I realize grace and personal discipline go hand in hand.
N I do not understand what it means to live by grace in my
daily life, especially the relationship of grace to personal
discipline.
N Other (describe it):

2. The picture of a well-chiseled man—with hammer and
chisel in hand—depicts how many Christians try to live
the Christian life. It seems we are always trying to change
ourselves with self-help tools (hammer and chisel). Put
yourself in that picture and consider this book as a tool
available to sculpt you. What would be the difference
12
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between using this guide as a tool in your hands and letting God use it as a tool in His? What would each of these
look like in practical terms?

3. Consider two radically different, but typical, days in your own
life. The first one is a good day spiritually for you. The second
day is just the opposite. Then answer the questions that follow.
a. Would you enter those two witnessing opportunities with
different degrees of confidence? (Would you be less confident on the bad day than on the good day? Would you find
it difficult to believe that God would bless you and use you
in the midst of a rather bad spiritual day?) Why?

b. Think back to your last really “good” or really “bad” day.
Did God’s blessing seem any more real or remote to you on
one day than the other? Why?

4. The question of good days and God’s blessing raises the question of whether it is possible to somehow be good enough for
God. How good would “good enough” have to be to please
God? What answers would Jesus or Paul provide? Have each
13
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group member look up one or more of the following Scripture
texts and report his or her findings to the group.
Matthew 5:48

Matthew 22:36-39

Luke 18:9-14

Luke 18:18-25

Romans 3:9-20

Philippians 3:4-10

14
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5. Draw a simple timeline of your life, with three points of
time demarcated: your birth, the day of your salvation, and
the anticipated day of your death. Regardless of your age
when you trusted Christ, the cross divides your whole life
into two periods: you as an unbeliever and you as a believer.
When along this timeline was grace more than a theological
concept to you?

6. Bridges makes the point that we have relegated the gospel
to the unbeliever and foisted the duties of spiritual disciplines, holiness, and service onto the believer. Is that true in
your own experience? Why do you suppose that happens?

7. The Pharisee-type believer and the guilt-laden believer
both misunderstand the meaning of grace. How so?

8. How does “preaching the gospel to yourself every day”
relate to this performance trap?

15
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9. One practical way of “preaching the gospel to yourself ” is
to adjust the lens through which you read Scripture. With a
corrective lens, you could see gospel and grace everywhere
in Scripture and thus feel motivated. Without that lens, you
might see only law and duty and thus feel unmotivated.
Consider, for example, what motivated Paul. How do
you read 2 Corinthians 5:14? Do you think it was Paul’s love
for Christ that compelled him to do good works and pursue
holiness? Or was the compelling factor, rather, Christ’s love
for him? (Read 2 Corinthians 5:14 in context and in several translations. You might also look at Romans 5:5 and
Philippians 3:10.)

10. Mutua Mahiaini, the leader of The Navigators ministry in
Kenya, Africa, makes this observation:
God’s Grace is greater than all our sins. Repentance is one of the
Christian’s highest privileges. A repentant Christian focuses on God’s mercy
and God’s grace. Any moment in our lives when we bask in God’s mercy and
grace is our highest moment. Higher than when we feel smug in our decent
performance and cannot think of anything we need to confess. . . .
That is potentially a glorious moment. For we could at that moment
accept God’s abundant Mercy and Grace and go forth with nothing to
boast of except Christ Himself, or else we struggle with our shame, focusing on that as well as our track record. We fail because we have shifted our
attention from Grace and Mercy. One who draws on God’s Mercy and
Grace is quick to repent, but also slow to sin.
16
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Are you willing to “bask in God’s mercy and grace” as your
“highest moment. Higher than when you feel smug in your
decent performance and cannot think of anything to confess”? How would you go about adopting this attitude?

11. (Optional) To some, an overemphasis on the gospel raises the
specter of “cheap grace.” Does knowing that your sins are
and will be forgiven anyway permit you to keep on sinning
and grow slack in your spiritual disciplines? Or does knowing
forgiveness compel you to pursue holiness with all the more
diligence? Compare your answer with those of Jesus and Paul,
provided in the following Scriptures. (You could have each
group member look up one text and report to the group.)
Matthew 23:23-28

Luke 9:23-25

Romans 6:1-2,15-18

17
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Galatians 6:13,16-18

Philippians 3:12-14

Hebrews 12:14

12. Take a moment at the end of your group meeting to thank
God for His abundant grace.
WHAT’S THE POINT OF ALL THIS

?

The good news of the gospel is that God’s grace is available on
our worst days. Your worst days are never so bad that you are
beyond the reach of God’s grace. And your best days are never
so good that you are beyond the need of God’s grace. We will be
exploring more of what that means as we look at the parable
of the Pharisee and the Tax Collector. Meditate on Luke 18:11-12
and read chapter 2 of The Discipline of Grace for next session. In
preparation for that session, reflect on what it means to be
smug and self-satisfied in your Christian life.

18
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